Service Menu & Packages

Moonstone
SPA

at the Oregon Garden Resort

We are inspired by nature as a remarkable
source for healing and renewal.
As you step into our naturally
refreshing sanctuary, you will be
surrounded by 80-acres of botanical
beauty and transported to a place of
healthful restoration and relaxation.
Our friendly and impeccably trained
staff has one goal in mind — to help
you make the most of your spa
experience. Here we offer an
assortment of treatments
amid a spacious state of the art
facility featuring five treatment
rooms, a manicure/pedicure room,
a peaceful relaxation room and
an inspiring spa boutique.
We welcome you to explore our
fresh modalities of service and be
inspired by the ingredients and
elements the spa and boutique
has to offer.
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Reservations

Spa Phone: 503-874-2503
Book appointments online: oregongardenresort.com/spa
Reservations may be made by
phone, online or in person at
the spa. Walk-ins are welcome,
but reservations are highly
recommended to guarantee your
preferred schedule. Guests with
overnight packages that include
spa credit should book services in
advance by calling the spa directly.
Children under 12 years of age are
not permitted in the spa. Guests
receiving services under the age of
18 must be accompanied by
an adult.
AT YOUR APPOINTMENT
Please arrive 15 minutes before
your scheduled spa service.
Prior to any major spa service,
you will be provided a spa robe,
slippers and a locker for use while
enjoying our spa. Cell phones
are not permitted in the spa
treatment areas. We cannot
take responsibility for valuables
misplaced or left behind.
You will be appropriately draped
during all treatments.
Undergarments are optional.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Payments may be made with cash,
credit card, gift certificate or as a
room charge for overnight guests.
Gratuities may be added to any
of these payment options, please
let the desk attendant know if you
would like to add a tip.
If using a gift certificate, please bring
the paper copy of the certificate to
your service. We cannot honor gift
certificates without having the gift
certificate number.
Resort guests may have products
and services billed to their room.
Guests will be asked to fill out a
short Room Charge slip as they
leave the spa.
CANCELLATIONS
If for any reason you need to
cancel your appointment, please
contact the spa no later than 24
hours in advance. If you must
cancel within 24 hours or do not
show for your appointment, the
full amount of the service will be
charged. If you are late for your
appointment, we will conclude
your service at the regularly
scheduled time.

Prices and services are subject to change without notice.
GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE AVAILABLE
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Moonstone Massage
MOONSTONE SIGNATURE MASSAGE

50 minutes $85 / 80 minutes $115
Our signature massage integrates holistic techniques with
a classic Swedish massage. Warm river stones are integrated
to help relieve tension and promote healing. Choose from one
of our essential oils to add aromatherapy to your experience.

COUPLES SIGNATURE MASSAGE

50 minutes $170 / 80 minutes $230
Side-by-side Moonstone Signature Massage designed for two. This
massage is often enjoyed by couples, mothers and daughters, and
friends who want to enjoy the experience together.

DEEP PRESSURE MASSAGE

50 minutes $95 / 80 minutes $125
Eliminate deep muscle tension and toxins with our deep
pressure massage. Stimulation of release points, structural
therapy and long pressured strokes aid to expel acute or
chronic pain, tension and stress. Choose from one of our
essential oils to add aromatherapy to your experience.
• Integrate hot stones. $20
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Moonstone Massage
MOTHER MOONSTONE MASSAGE

50 minutes $95
This hypnotic treatment combines holistic and Swedish
massage techniques to address the special needs of expectant
mothers, such as stress, fatigue, muscle pain and insomnia.
Choose from one of our organic essential oils to add
aromatherapy to your experience. Pillows are used for comfort
as needed.

MINI MOONSTONE MASSAGE

30 minutes $45
A shorter version of our Moonstone Signature Massage,
customized to address your specific areas of concern.

SOOTHING STONE MASSAGE

80 minutes $120
This sacred therapy is one of our most relaxing massages.
Warm river stones melt away stress and muscle tension.
Choose from one of our essential oils to add aromatherapy to
your experience.
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Body Treatments

SEA SALT & SHEA BODY TREATMENT

80 minutes $115
Our signature body treatment begins with a stimulating body polish,
followed by a head to toe massage using our luxurious Shea butter
blend. Your skin will be soft and smooth. Your mind and body will be
relaxed and renewed.
• Incorporate warm river stones for an additional $20.

POLISHING HOT STONE TREATMENT

50 minutes $85
A personalized sea salt scrub blended by your therapist using one of our
aromatherapy blends. This cleansing scrub is followed by a warm river
stone application of our hydrating body milk.

Enhancements/Add-ons

Enhancements are available upon request and cannot be scheduled as stand alone services.

HAND & FOOT INDULGENCE $25

The warmth and ingredients of this treatment are deeply therapeutic.
Hands and feet are nourished by an eco friendly blend of warm shea
butter, organic coconut, palm, soy and jojoba oils. Warm mittens and
booties help the ingredients to heal and hydrate the skin. An excellent
treatment for those who suffer from arthritis, eczema, joint pain and
general aches/pains in the hands and/or feet.

FOOT FOCUS MINI TREATMENT 15 minutes $25

This treatment can be added to massages. A mini treatment designed
just for the feet. This treatment combines reflexology and massage
techniques to relieve tension and muscle aches and pains in the feet.
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Clinical Facials

THE ULTIMATE OXYGEN INFUSION FACIAL

50 minutes $145
A celebrity favorite for its plumping and skin refining results, this
treatment begins with a classic cleansing and purifying of the skin. Crystal
microdermabrasion equipment resurfaces the skin creating a smooth, glowing
canvas. Then, our advanced esthetics equipment sprays atomized moisturizers
onto the skin using a gentle stream of pressurized oxygen. It immediately
hydrates and plumps the skin. Next, we select a custom blended masking
treatment to address your skin’s specific needs. We infuse the mask with our
pressurized oxygen mask to dramatically increase the results and effectiveness
of the masking treatment. The treatment is non-invasive and pain free. This
is an excellent treatment for a wedding, special occasion, photo shoot or for
anyone looking for anti-aging results. Results are immediate and even improve
over the following days after treatment.

MICRODERM RESURFACING FACIAL

30 minutes $95
Advanced skin correction treatment utilizing crystal microdermabrasion
technology to reduce lines and wrinkles, promote softer glowing skin, refine
pores, minimize facial scarring and pigmentation spots, and repair sun
damage. Results are immediate and even improve over the following days
after treatment. Excellent option for a special occasion, wedding or event. This
treatment is very effective when done in a series for maximum results.

Facial Enhancements/Add-ons

Enhancements/Add-on’s are available upon
request and cannot be scheduled as stand
alone services.

• Microdermabrasion
for the hands $30

Excellent anti-aging treatment

• Microdermabrasion for
the décolletage (chest) $35
Great for occasions when you may
be wearing an outfit that highlights
the decollate.

• Microdermabrasion
for the back $40

Excellent for brides and occasions when
you may be wearing a dress or outfit
that highlights the back.

• Tighten & Brighten Eye			
Treatment $15
• Plumping & Softening Lip 		
Treatment $10
• Oxygen Infusion $50
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Fresh Facials

When calling to book, ask about our Seasonal Treatments.
We have new treatments for each season.

MOONSTONE FACIAL

50 minutes $75
Customized to your skincare needs, each treatment starts with
a deep cleanse, then onto exfoliation, steam, massage, masque
and hydration. The treatment is designed to address, maintain or
correct your specific skin texture and tone, using hand infused oils
and powerful herbal antioxidants. Each facial treatment includes a
tension-relieving arm, hand and neck massage using aromatic oils
and fragrant herbs to enhance the experience and boost the results.

• HYDRATION FACIAL

Revives even the most dehydrated complexion using 		
the purest of ingredients.

• SOOTHE & RESTORE FACIAL

This healing and restorative facial is ideal for sensitive 		
or rosacea-prone skin.

• CLARIFYING FACIAL

Clear congested complexions with this gentle, yet 		
effective, treatment for teenage or adult acne.

GRAND CLASSIQUE EUROPEAN FACIAL

75 minutes $110
One of the most elaborate facials, which leaves you with clean,
perfectly balanced skin and a radiant complexion. Customized and
recommended at any age, it centers on Yon Ka’s exclusive deep
cleansing regimen. To further the relaxation, this facial includes
a deep neck and shoulder massage paired with a warming Shea
butter blend hand and foot treatment.

		

GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE AVAILABLE
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Fresh Facials

RADIANT EXPRESS FACIAL

30 minutes $45
A 30 minute steam powered revival for pale, sallow skin. This full
on oxygenating, skin tightening, circulation heightening facial
begins with a minty-fresh and creamy green tea cleanser, then a
steaming hot towel sets in a special desert cactus gel for a hot kick
that stimulates as it tones. A gentle whipped Shea butter micro
sugar nourishes as it exfoliates, and a soothing yogurt mask shrinks
your pores into nothingness. A little sweet Agave Nectar for a dewy,
youthful complexion and you’re clear for a radiant arrival.

GENTLEMEN’S EXPRESS FACIAL

30 minutes $45
A quick facial to cleanse, purify, hydrate and balance the skin. The
answer to men’s skin care needs! Personalized deep cleansing and
relaxing treatment which leaves a bright and radiant complexion.

Facial Enhancements/Add-ons

Enhancements are available upon request and cannot be scheduled as stand alone services.

TIGHTEN & BRIGHTEN EYE TREATMENT $15

Add on this innovative eye masking treatment. Pure natural extracts,
high-density phyto-collagen and skin restoring emollients are used to
replenish the delicate skin around the eye. The results are a tightening,
revitalized appearance with visible reduction in puffiness and dark circles.

PLUMPING & SOFTENING LIP TREATMENT $10
An intense hydrating mask that plumps the lips and leaves them moist,
smooth and supple. It also reduces the appearance of fine lines and
wrinkles around the mouth using marine collagen and hyaluronic acid.
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Manicures

When calling to book, ask about our Seasonal Treatments.
We have new treatments for each season.

GARDEN MANICURE
45 minutes $45
You will begin your experience with a nourishing hand soak in your
chosen scent. Next we exfoliate the skin so it can receive the full
benefit of our illuminating masque treatment. After massaging the
lower arm and hands, nails are then shaped, cuticles are cared for and
polish is applied. The result is a youthful glow to the skin and expertly
manicured nails.
• Add Shellac to hands $15 (adds 20 mins to service)

EXPRESS MANICURE

20 minutes $20
All the essentials are addressed in this quick and efficient manicure.
Nails are soaked and shaped, cuticles are cared for and polish is applied.

SHELLAC MANICURE

45 minutes $35
The original “power polish,” CND Shellac combines the ease of
polish with incomparable high-gloss shine for a fresh-from-the-salon
look that lasts 14 days. This service includes nail shaping, cuticle care,
and an application of the color or your choice.

SHELLAC REMOVAL

20 minutes $15
Please let us know at booking if you need shellac or gel removed
before your nail treatment(s).

SPA POLISH CHANGE

15 minutes $10
Old polish is removed and new polish is applied. This service is not
available for shellac and gel.
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Pedicures

GARDEN PEDICURE

45 minutes $55
You will begin your experience with a therapeutic foot soak. Next,
we exfoliate the skin so it can receive the full benefit of our hydrating
masque treatment. After massaging the lower leg and foot, nails are
then shaped, cuticles are cared for and polish is applied. The result is a
soft hydrated skin and expertly polished nails.

EXPRESS PEDICURE

30 minutes $30
All the essentials are addressed in this quick and efficient pedicure. Feet
are soaked, nails are shaped, cuticles are cared for and polish is applied.
Visit the Spa boutique
and browse our unique
collection of skin,
beauty, hair, candles &
body products.

HAIR PRODUCTS BY:
Amika
Hot Tools
Kenra
Aquage
CANDLES AND
HOME GOODS:
FarmHouse Candle Company

SKIN & BODY CARE BY:
FarmHouse Fresh Organics
Holistic Skincare by YonKa
Farm Aesthetics Organic Skincare
Badger Organics
Babo Botanicals
Angelina’s Organic Skincare
Burt’s Bees
Lucky Tiger Mens Skincare
ViaBuff
Talika, Paris
COSMETICS BY:
Alima Pure (mineral)
Gorgeous Cosmetics
Tilt Cosmetics (mineral)
Talika lash growth serums
LashFood
BrowFood
Burt’s Bees

GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE AVAILABLE
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Airbrush Tanning
Our airbrush tans are applied by professionally trained technicians
to ensure complete and even coverage with zero streaks. We use the
latest technology and finest ingredients, and customize our formula
to each client to guarantee a natural-looking color.
SINGLE TAN $30

*Please allow
8-10 hours after
your airbrush tan
appointment before
showering to allow the
tan to fully develop.
This is great to do the
day before an event
or the day before you
want to be tan.

SINGLE TAN - 2 Hour Develop $40
5 TANNING PACKAGE $125
Save $50
10 TANNING PACKAGE $220
Save $130
ORGANIC TAN $32

Waxing
BROW DESIGN/SHAPING $25

CHIN $10

BROW MAINTENANCE $15

FACE $35
(LIP, CHEEKS AND CHIN)

LIP $10
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Packages

Descriptions of specific services are          available on Service Pages.

Check our website for seasonal treatment packages.

RELAX & RESTORE
2.5 hours $200 - Save $25
Couples Relax & Restore $400 - Save $50
The perfect way to relax and unwind.Your skin will be soft and glowing
and your mind and body will be ready to settle in for the night.
• Sea Salt & Shea Body Treatment - 80 minutes
• Grand Classique European Facial - 75 minutes

GIRLS NIGHT OUT!
2 hours $135 – Save $65
All the beauty bases are covered here! Nails, professional
makeup by an award-winning artistry team, and a lipstick or
gloss of your choice to take with you. Add on hair styling and you
will be feeling and looking gorgeous!
• Express Manicure & Pedicure - 60 minutes
• Professional makeup application by Face Body Beauty.
Includes a full set of individually placed lashes. - 50 minutes
• Full size lip gloss or lipstick to go!
• Add on professional hair styling by
		Face Body Beauty. $65 - 30-50 minutes
Includes simple styling
(all down/half up, straightened styles).
Updo’s available for additional cost.
*Girls Night Out is not available for brides/bridal parties.
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Packages

Descriptions of specific services are          available on Service Pages.

SPA FOR TWO
2 hours $365 - Save $40
Time in the spa, designed to enjoy together
• Couples Signature Massage - 50 minutes
• Grand Classique European Facial for each guest – 75 minutes each
• Gourmet Yogurt Parfait to share

GLOW PACKAGE
1 Hour $85 – Save $40
• Microderm resurfacing facial
• Airbrush tan

BUILD YOUR OWN PACKAGE
Choose any 3 or more services to create your own
package and receive 10% off your total.
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Overnight Packages
Prices subject to change due to availability and dates of stay. Please call
the Oregon Garden Resort at (503) 874-2500 for current rates. Call the
Moonstone Spa directly at (503) 874-2503 to schedule services.

SPA ROMANCE PACKAGE
• Accommodations

• Admission to The Oregon Garden

• Full buffet breakfast

• Dinner including a bottle of wine

• One couples massage per stay included in package.

SPA GIRLFRIENDS GETAWAY PACKAGE
• Accommodations
• One 50-minute spa service, per person on reservation, per stay
• $20 credit towards spa merchandise, one credit per stay,
per person on reservation
• Dinner including a bottle of wine
• Full buffet breakfast

• Admission to The Oregon Garden

Please call the spa to make your reservations after booking your stay.
It is important to check the spa’s availability before booking your
stay, in order to ensure availability of services.
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Moonstone
SPA

at the Oregon Garden Resort
Spa Hours:
9am - 7pm
Everyday
Spa hours are affected on the following holidays:
Thanksgiving Day (closed)
Christmas Eve (closes early)
Christmas Day (closed)
Easter (closes early)

503-874-2503
Book online at
oregongardenresort.com/spa

